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Abstract

This paper introduces a framework for both semantic
analysis and annotation, calledMultilayered Semantic
Frame Analysis (MSFA)of text, inspired by the Berke-
ley FrameNet approach to semantic analysis of natural
language text [8, 13]. MSFA is a work in progress, yet
to be completed.

MSFA is so called because it describes the semantic
specification of a sentence as an “integration of multi-
ple semantic frames,” with each being represented as
a distinct “layer.” MSFA defines a “high-precision,”
“database-ready” encoding scheme for semantic enti-
ties that appear in a real text. It is useful to reveal
how words and morphemes are linked to encyclope-
diac knowledge. This way, MSFA will help discover
what knowledge is needed to enrich the “qualia struc-
ture” [16] for a given lexical item in a systematic way.

MSFA, if correct, implies theoretically that word
sense disambiguation needs to be done multi-
dimensionally, in such a way that each sense is recog-
nized relative to a semantic frame comprising the se-
mantics of a given sentences, rather than to a sense of
the predicates ins. This is an implication, we suggest,
that can affect the definition for the word sense disam-
biguation task.

1 Introduction

1.1 What is MSFA? and Why?

It is generally agreed that lexical semantic analysis
constitutes a “bottleneck” of effective Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP). This is in part why recent
NLP community is eager to build high-quality lan-
guage resources annotated for semantic informa-
tion, and there is always a need for a better frame-
work for insightful and coherent lexical semantic
analysis.

Even supported with a good theory of lexical
semantics like Generative Lexicon [16], develop-
ing linguistic resources is not an easy task if it is
not guided by a coherent framework for semantic

analysis. While we have several such frameworks
recently, one of the most promising approaches is
Berkeley FrameNet (BFN) [5, 8, 13], along with
PropBank [9]. Even an attempt to automate se-
mantic role tagging was pioneered by [7]. This is
followed by the Session 5 ofSENSEVAL-3 [12], a
competitive workshop hosting for FrameNet-based
sense disambiguation systems.

But the BFN framework, however, turned out to
be not really satisfactory for our purpose of devel-
oping a semantically tagged corpus for Japanese.
We needed to extend the BFN in the way speci-
fied in what follows. This is why we developed
a framework called MSFA to be presented in this
paper.

One thing needs to be noted explicitly at the be-
ginning: we arenot proposing an alternative to
pre-existing processing models for lexicon build-
ing: we are just proposing a “preprocessing task”
that supplements many of them, and a framework
useful to achieve it.

1.2 Assumptions that Guide MSFA

MSFA assumes the following:

(1) Human understanding in general is situation-
driven,1) and so is linguistic understanding.
To be more specific, situations serves as
“units of knowledge organization,” at least in
the sense that they are best characterized as
internal “cognitive models.”

(2) Such cognitive models can be specified in
terms of semantic frames [4, 5] in the sense

1)What we intend by this statement isnot that the basis of
semantics is situation-based in the sense ofSituation Seman-
tics [1]. While the notion of “situations” we assume in this
paper is not explicit enough, it is sure that our perspective is
broader than that of Situation Semantics/Theory.



that each situation is an organization of se-
mantic roles2).

(3) More explicitly, “(parameterized) states of
affairs” are recognizable as “situations” (or
whatever) by (more or less) humans because
they have apt mental structures, finite in num-
ber, that recognize them: such mental struc-
tures/models are called (semantic) frames3).

(4) While frames, specifying what situations the
interpretationI(s) of a given sentences is
liked to be, give a very rich and detailed se-
mantic description toI(s), frames can be suc-
cessfully specified with minimum reference
to syntactic structure ofs.

Let us explain each of them in turn.

1.2.1 Understanding is situationally driven
(Assumption 1)

The first assumption can be paraphrased into this:
“Situations are units of human general understand-
ing.” More specifically, this hypothesis says:

(5) There exist certain “units” in human under-
standing in general. Linguistic understanding
is just a special case of such general under-
standing. So, it is situation-based, too.

(6) “Situations,” at least idealized ones, are one
distinguished class of units of general under-
standing, and they stay so in linguistic under-
standing.

1.2.2 A set of semantic roles defines a situation
(Assumption 2)

The second assumption can be paraphrased into
this: “A situation is an organization of semantic
roles.” More specifically, it says:

(7) An idealized situation is an organization, or
“gestalt,” ofsituational (semantic) roles.

(8) Fillmore’s semantic frames, or at least one
important subclass of them, are an adequate
device to describe the idealized situations in
the way defined in (9) below, adopting the for-
mat developed by Berkeley FrameNet:

2)The sense of “semantic roles” is different from that of
theoretical linguistics literature. We equate semantic roles
with “frame elements” in the FrameNet terminology [6].

3)This is close to the “classical” definition of frames by [15]

(9) { [〈EFFECTIVE〉4): what], [〈GOVERNOR〉: do
what], [〈OBJECT〉: to what], [〈MANNER〉:
how], [〈PURPOSE〉: for what], [〈LOCATION〉:
where], [〈TIME〉: when], . . .}

Admittedly, (9) is a general scheme, or “tem-
plate,” of a situation. It is sure that important de-
tails are missed, but some of them will be clar-
ified in the following discussion. Specifically, a
situation, in most cases, are made of a number of
subevents, each of which can be described in terms
of frame.

MSFA distinguishedsemantic roles from se-
mantic types, which we find different in kinds.5)

Roughly, semantics types specify “natural kinds,”
whereas semantic roles specify elements of “cog-
nitive models” that need not have objective reali-
ties. Thus, semantic roles are susceptible to cul-
tural differences, whereas semantic types are not.

Adopting the Berkeley FrameNet terminology,
we often use “frame elements” and “semantic
roles” interchangeably. “Thematic roles” in the
generative literature, are a very special case of se-
mantic roles in this sense. So, please be care-
ful about what semantic roles denote in this pa-
per. What we call semantic roles are not abstract
entities like{ AGENTS, PATIENT, INSTRUMENT,
. . . }, but roles or rather “role names” like{ AT-
TACKER, VICTIM , WEAPON, . . . }, { ROBBER,
BANK , WEAPON, . . . } that are particular to a situ-
ation (e.g., ofATTACKING , BANK ROBBING).

Also, the problem of what “names” are most
suitable for semantic roles at this generic level like
(9) is an unimportant one, theoretically or practi-
cally. The most important level is the “level of sit-
uation” which shapes human understanding.

1.2.3 〈BUYING〉 situation (example)

One of such interesting situations is the following
〈BUYING〉,6) which is now given a description in

4)We cannot find a good name for this semantic role.
〈AGENT(IVE)〉 is too strong. The role need not be animate.
The sense of “agent” inchemical agentis preferable, but this
is not a typical sense of the term, unfortunately.〈AFFECTIVE〉
is pretty good, but it has a somewhat misleading connotation
related to〈LOVE〉 . . . . We chose〈EFFECTIVE〉, admitting that
it is somewhat unusual, but terminology is not crucial.

5)This distinction may look unusual, and even arbitrary.
The first author has written a detailed article on this subject,
but it is in Japanese and not included in references.

6)Berkeley FrameNet has〈COMMERCE BUY〉 for this. The
frame consists of the following frame elements:{ 〈BUYER,
GOODS, MANNER, MEANS, MONEY, PLACE, RATE, RECIP-



terms of semantic frame in (11):

(10) John bought a reference book for$200 bucks
at a local bookstore nearby for the coming
exam on chemistry the other day, without hes-
itation.

(11) { [〈BUYER〉: “John”], [〈GOVERNOR〉:
“bought”], [〈GOODS〉: “a reference book”],
[〈PRICE= MANNER(OBJECT)〉: “for $200
bucks”], [〈LOCATION & SELLER〉: “at a
local bookstore nearby”], [〈PURPOSE〉: “for
the coming exam on chemistry”], [〈TIME〉:
“the other day”], [〈MANNER(AGENT)〉:
“without hesitation”], . . .}

It is necessary to recognize that〈MANNER〉 has
two distinct components: one of them,〈MANN -
ER(EFFECTIVE)〉 specifies the way〈EFFECTIVE〉
is doing something, the other,〈MANNER(OB-
JECT)〉, specifies the way〈OBJECT〉 is character-
ized in a given situation.

1.3 Additional Assumptions to Extend the
BFN framework

The Berkeley FrameNet (BFN) framework is in-
teresting, pioneering, and very suggestive, but we
find it somewhat unsatisfactory, at least for the fol-
lowing reasons:

(12) So far, BFN annotation for semantic roles
isn’t quite useful to reveal what is really un-
derstood when people understand a sentence
(or an utterance, if you like), because the cur-
rent annotation for semantic role tagging is
highly “selective,” and it doesn’t specify the
method to give an “full” annotation to a given
sentence.

(13) So far, BFN avoids annotation or analysis
of “troublesome” cases including metaphor.
While it is a reasonable strategy for building
a frame lexicon rapidly, it is fatal for a project
that aims at providing a “comprehensive” se-
mantic analysis of a given sentence, because

IENT, SELLER, TIME , UNIT〉 }. Internal hierarchical organi-
zation of frame elements isn’t assumed (so far). For instance,
〈MONEY〉, 〈RATE〉 and〈UNIT〉 clearly specify the〈MANNER〉
component.

Also, frame element identification in BFN suffers from an
inconsistency: it’s better not to treat〈MONEY〉 as a semantic
role: it’s just a typicalvalue for 〈PRICE〉, which is clearly a
semantic role. This motivates to the aforementioned distinc-
tion between the semantic types and semantic roles.

it is an impoverishment of the sense specifi-
cation/disambiguation problem, and the com-
plexity of the lexical sense disambiguation
problem is somewhat trivialized.

(14) So far, BFN doesn’t (seem to) consider the
possibility of “multiple semantic role assign-
ment” to a word, with each semantic role de-
fined relative to a distinct frame, or at least it
is not implemented yet. There is no guarantee
that a sentence, or even a predicate, has just
one frame.

For whatever reason, BFN ignores the very rich
and complex structuring of semantic representa-
tion in many “real” sentences. If it is not shown
how multiple frames are “integrated” into the se-
mantics of a sentence, its annotation is basically
useless. Inheritance in the frame hierarchy is not
the only possibility for a sentence to have multiple
frames linked to it. Semantics of a given sentence
is susceptible to the “blending” effect [3].

1.3.1 Frame evocation and integration

To make the semantic analysis more satisfac-
tory and comprehensive, MSFA extends the BFN
framework, and assumes the following, relating to
the “principles” for how to link frames to language:

(15) Frame-evocation by a linguistic unit (Defi-
nition):
A linguistic unit u “evokes” a situationσ if
and only if u “realizes” or “instantiates” a
semantic roler of σ, sometimes denoted by
σ.r.7)

Remark: While frames and situations are differ-
ent in kinds, we (loosely and inadequately) equate
“frames” with idealized situations hereafter, for
terminological compatibility with BFN.

(16) Frame-evocation in a sentence(Definition):
For a given sentences = m1m2 . . . mn,

a. frame-evocation takes place for ev-
ery possible segmentation ofs, includ-
ing discontinuous ones8); thus, frame-
evocation by morphemesM(s) = {m1,
. . . ,mn} is just a special case of it.

7)This effect of evocation is probably association-based,
and has an important link to “pattern-completion” in Hopfield
nets, we suppose.

8)One of anonymous reviewers pointed out that it is not
clear if this much degree of freedom is not too much to be
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F-to-F
relations

elaborates F2;
constitutes F3

constitutes F5;
presumes F5;
elaborates F4

presupposes
F3

presupposes
F4; constitutes
F5; presumes

F7

presupposes
F6; elaborates

F9

presupposes
F5

presupposes
F9

constittues
F3,F5

Frame Title Giving Name Giving Writing Authoring Publishing Selling Purchasing Consuming Reading Having Fun
Presidential
Government
in the U.S.

Disclosure Reporting

* Reporter

* Purpose GOVERNOR GOVERNOR Means Report[start
1,end]

* Purpose Means GOVERNOR Means
* Purpose Purpose GOVERNOR
* Retailer Seller Seller Provider3
* Customer Customer Purchaser Consumer Reader Enjoyer

*
Title

Giver[seconda
ry]

Name
Giver[2] Supporter Publisher Provider Provider2

* Title
Giver[primary]

Name
Giver[1] Writer Author Supporter? Provider1 Revealer

* Purpose1 Domain=Topic GOVERNOR

A Work Object Book Work[+Piece] Publication Goods Goods Commodity Book Fun Source Report[start
2,end]

book

titled GOVERNOR GOVERNOR Book.attribute Work.attribute
 

Publication.att
ribute

Goods.attribut
es

Goods.attribu
tes

Commodity.a
ttribtute Book.attribute

Fun
Source.attribut

e
" MARKER[1,2] MARKER[1,2]

The Title Name Secrets:
EVOKER

Inside

White
Presidential

Office:
EVOKER

Target

House
" MARKER[2,2] MARKER[2,2]

will EXTENDER2 EXTENDER2
go EXTENDER1 EXTENDER1

on Purpose2 GOVERNOR[+
composite]

GOVERNOR[+
composite] Means

sale
in MARKER MARKER

the Place Place
 U.S.
on MARKER MARKER

January Time: Date Time: Date
14
.

Figure 1:MSFA of (18)

b. At any level, frame-evocation takes
place for each segmentation.9)

c. The frame-evocation bymi is indepen-
dent from the frame-evocation bymj if
mi 6= mj .

d. The number of frames linked tos is not
limited, as least theoretically, as far as
they are consistent.

(17) Criteria for convergence and optimization
(Definition):

a. “Be parsimonious for cost (i.e., mem-
ory)” (Criterion 1): For a given sen-
tences, the fewer the total number of the
frames evoked is, the cheaper its seman-
tic specification is, and the better it is.

b. “Be greedy for richness (i.e., ex-
pressiveness)” (Criterion 2): For each
morphememi in s, the more framesmi

computationally tractable. It is a reasonable concern, but we
are not really concerned with computational implementation
for the moment, while we are pretty sure that a certain kind
of PDP-style, “parallel, distributed” computation should im-
plement the task —because we believe human brain is im-
plementing it anyway—. While we do not have a concrete
computational model yet, we are, in a sense, at a stage of try-
ing to determine what properties need to be included in such
modeling as specifications.

9)This would explain why idioms, jargons, collocations,
and styles, all varieties of so-called “multi-word expressions,”
exist in every natural language.

“participates” (by realizing their frame
elements), the richer the semantic spec-
ification ofs is, and the better it is.

Put together, these two contradicting criteria lead
to the integration and optimization of frame-
evocation in a given sentence.

1.3.2 Separating (methodologically) semantic
descriptions from syntactic ones

This is a provocative assumption, but we decide, at
least methodologically, not to rely on detailed syn-
tactic analysis. Thus, tree parsing is not a prereq-
uisite for semantic analysis. MSFA assumes very
“shallow” syntactic description, which are not hi-
erarchicalized themselves. Admittedly, this deci-
sion/specification is open to criticism.

Above the definitions so far, let us give a few
examples of the proposed framework.

2 Sample Analyses

2.1 Data from Newspaper article

(18)–(22) are the English translation of the
Japanese newspaper article, (23)–(27) that ap-
peared in the Japanese newspaper corpus, called
Kyodai Corpus[10].

For illustration, let us perform a MSFA to (18),
English, and (18), Japanese: (18) is the English
translation of (23).
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* Reporter

* Purpose GOVERNOR GOVERNOR Means Report[start1
,end]

* Purpose Means GOVERNOR Means
* Purpose Purpose GOVERNOR

* Retailer Seller Provider Provider[tern
ary]

* Customer Customer Purchaser Cosumer Reader Enjoyer

*
Title

Giver[seconda
ry]

Name
Giver[second

ary]
Publisher Provieder[sec
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* Title
Giver[primary]

Name
Giver[primary

]
Writer Author Supporter? Provider[pri

mary] Revealer

* Purpose1 GOVERNOR

「 MARKER[1,2] MARKER[1,2] Book.attribu
te

Work.attrib
ute

Publication.a
ttribute

Goods.attribu
te

Goods.attribu
te

Commodity.
attribute

Book.attribut
e Fun.attribute Report[start2

,end]
ホワイトハ
ウス

Title Name
Presidential

Office:
EVOKER

Target

の MARKER

内側 Secrets:
EVOKER

」 MARKER[2,2] MARKER[2,2]
と EVOKER1 EVOKER1
題 GOVERNOR GOVERNOR EVOKER1
する EXTENDER EXTENDER EVOKER2

本  A Piece of
Work Object

Book (as a
Piece of
Work)
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Book (as

Information
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Fun Source
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Figure 2:MSFA of (23)

(18) A book titled “The Inside White House” will go
on sale in the U.S. on January 14.

(19) The bookwill definitely be a much-talked-about,
severely criticizing the past U.S. Presidents and
their aides.

(20) The titlecame as the latest work of Ronald Kesler,
an expert reporter and investigator at the “Wash-
ington Post” and other media.

(21) The book, for instance, reveals the following
episodes.[skipped]

(22) Americans are very curious about the Presidential
couple’s response tothe book.

(23)–(27) are the original Japanese version:

(23) 「ホワイトハウスの内側」と題する本が十四日、
米国で発売される。

(24) 歴代大統領と関係者をこきおろしており、話題
になるのは間違いない。

(25) 「ワシントン・ポスト」紙などで長年、調査報
道をしてきたロナルド・ケスラー氏の新著。

(26) 例えば次のような内容だ。[skipped]

(27) 夫妻の反応が見ものだ。

Both in English and Japanese, boldfaced elements
identify morphemes related to thebook-concept.

2.2 MSFAs of (18) and (23)

Figure 1 gives the MSFA for (18). Figure 2 gives
the MSFA for (23), which is Japanese.

2.2.1 MSFA terminology and notation

In each figure, each column corresponds to a
frame, and provided with (i) a frame index (i.e.,
Fi), (ii) specification for the F-to-F relation; and
(ii) frame name/identifier (e.g., “Title Giving”).

F-to-F relation means the “frame-to-frame rela-
tion”. Currently, implicational relations such as “F
presupposesG,” “ F constitutesG,” “ F elaborates
G” are recognized, though they are not exhaustive.
Some of those relations are borrowed from BFN.

“Governors,” or “frame-governors,” are the term
borrowed from the BFN framework. They name
frames, and are typically predicates like verbs and
prepositions.

“Evokers” do not appear in the BFN framework.
They explicitly indicate, when possible and ade-
quate, nominal (and sometimes adjectival) frame-
evoking elements that are not frame-governors.10)

“Markers” and “extenders” do not appear in the
BFN, either. Unlike BFN,MSFA treats prepo-
sitions as not parts of semantic roles: preposi-
tions are explicitly distinguished as markers. This
is not an arbitrary decision, and has nontrivial con-
sequences, but we will not look into them here.

Extenders are somewhat similar to the BFN no-
tion of “supporing verbs,” but are regarded as a

10)Our conception of frames is more conservative than
BFN’s. We are cautious not to recognize too many items as
frame-governors. From our perspective, most adjectives are
not governors but evokers strongly linked to certain frames.
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Result]
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* Author Writer Supporter Topic2* Criticizer Communicato
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The Book:
EVOKER

Work:
EVOKER

Publication:
EVOKER Item* Topic1*

book

will EXTENDER:
EVOKER

definitely Degree of
Certainty

be Effect:
Reaction Response Aftermath Happening[2,

2] EVOKER*

a Category*
much- Degree*
talked GOVERNOR*
-about Topic1*

, GOVERNOR

severely Book.Conte
nt Purpose[1,2] Reason[1,2] (Reason*)

Event2[Specif
ication of

Cause]
Degree

criticiz GOVERNOR GOVERNOR*
-ing EXTENDER

the Purpose[2,2] Reason[2,2] Target Evaluee* Item1 Target=Antec
edent Principal

past
U.S.

Presidents
and GOVERNOR
their Item2 GOVERNOR
aid Source GOVERNOR

-es EXTENDER:
Assistant

.

Figure 3:MSFA of (19)

special case of a more general class of “support-
ers,” which are a special case of markers. Exten-
ders are elements that extend the function of “gov-
ernors”, and sometimes behave like “deputies” of
governors.

In English and Japanese, markers and exten-
ders specify their arguments in opposite directions:
markers and extenders are prepositional in English,
whereas they are postpositional in Japanese.

* indicates a NULL instantiation of a semantic
role. This does not mean there is a “trace” where *
occurs.No syntactic operation is assumed as to
the occurrence of *. It just means “such and such
semantic role has no overt surface manifestation”;
that’s all. Generally, you can put * wherever you
want, and its position (usually) does not affect the
analysis, at least MSFA is so designed.

Discontinuous units are easily handled with
F.R[i, n], which encodes theith segment of the role
R for F , with Rhavingn segments in total.

Dubious role occurrences are indicated by
bracketing their names. Morphological analysis of
a wordw is indicated by inserting “-” intow.

In those MSFA’s and others,semantic role
specification is usually partial. Only overtly ex-
pressed roles or “salient” implicit roles are indi-
cated in MSFA for their “informativess.” It is an
open question if semantic roles can be specified ex-
haustively. Assuming a version of Frame Seman-
tics [4, 5], we believe it’s possible, at least at a cer-
tain level of abstraction. The hardest thing to do is

to tell where it is.

2.2.2 How frame-evocation converges

It should be noted that frame-evocations are best
characterized as “pattern recognition” processes
that run strictly in parallel, in the sense that all
frames “recognize” their elements without know-
ing what other frames are doing. The condition for
convergence is a “winner-and-his-friends-take-all”
style competition among all the frames evoked.
MSFA assumes that human linguistic understand-
ing builds on a parallel, distributed computation.

2.3 MSFA of (19)

For comparison with the BFN analysis, we provide
the MSFA of (19) in Figure 3, where BFN frame
definitions (in dark green) are also included.

Clearly, BFN frames are not detailed enough to
reveal the rich semantics of the sentence, but this
is kind of unavoidable, considering that the rapid
development of frame lexicon for English comes
at the top of BFN’s research agenda.

While BFN aims at providing a “bridge” be-
tween the syntactic and semantic information,
MSFA doesn’t. We do not assume that tree parses
provide proper descriptions of syntactic structures
of sentences. Dependency parsing would be much
better than tree parsing, but substantial enrichment
will be needed to make it meet the high demands
of semantic description.
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F5*: <Producing>

F2: <Name Givting>

F: <Interactivity>

F10: <Fun Having>

F9: <Reading>

F7: <Buying>
=<Purchasing>

F6: <Selling>

F4: <Authoring>

F5: <Publishing>

F1: <Title Givting>

F12: <Activity>

Agent

F12: <Disclosure>

The

White 
Hose

-d

“

Discloser

Secret

”

F3: <Book Writing>

Author

Book

Title Giver

Purpose

Objects

book

title

Inside

Title

Publisher

Publication

Purpose

A unit U realizes a frame 
element F.R, i.e. semantic role 

R defined relative to F, 
thereby evoking frame F.

A role F.R unconditionally 
elaborates/instantiates a 
more abstract role G.B* 

(strong ontological 
implication) 

F.R G.R*

U F.R

Instantiation Network of 
Semantic Frames, Specifying 
“Ontological Hierarchies”

A frame F realizes a role G.R 
Purpose or Means. 

F G.R

will

go

on

a

sale

U.S.

January

14

in

the

on

.

Purpose
Piece of 
Work

Name Giver

Name

Item

Purpose

Purpose
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Figure 4:An “ontology-like” specification based on MSFA of (18)

2.4 Points that MSFA makes

As demonstrated in the sample analyses in Fig-
ures 1 and 2, MSFA makes the following points,
related to the rich lexical semantic description of a
given word or morpheme.

2.4.1 Ablity to reveal links from language to
knowledge

As demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2, MSFA is a
powerful method to reveal the links from language
to “world knowledge.” This is the very feature that
is demanded by most NLP tasks.

Readers may wonder how MSFA performs this,
partially doing a task of knowledge representa-
tion. Acutally, an anonymous reviewer commented
on our submitted paper as follows: “The paper
claims that MSFA ‘reveals the link from language
to world knowledge’, but unfortunately, it is not
clear how this can be achieved by the method, un-
less one considers the frames as encyclopedic, a
tall order.” Although enough space is not allowed
to go into relevant details here, one of what we will
try to do is to extend frames to be encyclopedic—
at least as much encyclopedic as realistic as a re-

search in Cognitive Science. We are not so sure
how it is realistic as an NLP task. We are aware
that this is a quite controversial point. Let us men-
tion a few points briefly.

Some of the links from lexical items to pieces
of world knowledge are diagrammed in Figure 4,
which shows, in an abbreviated fashion, how
MSFA provides an “interface” to the ontological
specifications of what is understood when (18) is
read by an ideal “average” reader.

The diagram in Figure 4 is manually crafted,
based on the information that MSFA of (18), in
Figure 1, provides. No processing technique has
been developed to automate this task, but we al-
ready have a visualization tool that converts an
MSFA into a simplified diagram, which helps val-
idate F-to-F relations. Some sample results can be
seen at http://61.115.230.87/~mutiyama/
cgi-bin/hiki/hiki.cgi?FrontPage.

On the right-hand side of the diagram in Fig-
ure 4, semantic frames and their frame elements,
i.e., semantic roles, are networked in terms of
class/instance hierarchy. So-called “type hierar-
chies” are partial descriptions of the network of se-
mantic frames.



As the diagram reveals, some frames areevoked
lexically, and linked to the tokenization of a sen-
tence directly. All others frames areevoked
inferentially , and linked to it indirectly. For
(18), F1: 〈TITLE GIVING〉 is evoked by the se-
quence of words [titled, “, The, Inside, the, White,
House, ”], F3: 〈BOOK WRITING〉 by [a, book],
F6: 〈SELLING〉 by [(go), on, sale], and F12:
〈DISCLOSURE〉 by [“, The, Inside, . . . , ”]. Again,
frame-evokers need not be continuous, though
many of them are continuous. Recognizing this
is important to allow for “distributed” evocation,
which serves as a basis for multi-word expressions.

The distinction between lexical and inferential
evocations is not clearly encoded in MSFA’s in Fig-
ures 1, 2 and 3, and this may invite confusions.

F9: 〈READING〉, for example, is not evoked lex-
ically in (18). It is evoked, or rather “activated,” as
a result of “spreading activation” over the network
of semantic frames and semantic roles. There are
two routes of such activation:

(28) a. F6:〈SELLING〉 ⇒ F6*:
〈COMMERCIAL TRANSACTION〉 ⇒
〈BUYING〉⇒ 〈READING〉

b. F3:〈BOOK WRITING〉 ⇒ F4:
〈AUTHORING〉 ⇒ F9: 〈READING〉

Some links are conditional. For example, the in-
stantiation link from F9:〈READING〉 to F10:〈FUN

HAVING〉 is conditional. Acutally, all readings are
not for fun having: consulting a reference book
usually gives you no fun.

All frames are organized in a certain system-
atic way. Part of such organization is what we call
“(lexical) knowledge.” Partial, and usually incom-
plete, description of it is so-called qualia structure,
we suggest. One of such organizations is that, as
the comparison of MSFA’s for (18) and (19) shows,
certain frames —such as〈WRITING〉, 〈SELLING〉,
〈PURCHASING〉, and probably〈PRINTING〉 not in-
cluded in the MSFA’s— “cluster” to constitute
〈PUBLICATION〉 as a (social) “(inter)activity”. Part
of such information is encoded by the Frame-to-
Frame relations at the second row of each MSFA.

A final note on the diagram in Figure 4: this
is not intended as an exhaustive specification of
world knowledge. Vast information, which pro-
vides symbol grounding, is missing. What we
are trying to suggest is just this:MSFA can be
a useful tool to link natural language expres-
sions to a fully specified (ontological) knowledge

base without too much messing up entries of the
lexicon. In this specific sense, we suggest that
MSFA serves as a useful and powerful “prepro-
cessing” before researchers in (computational) lex-
ical semantics determine what properties need to
be included into the definitions of lexical items —
especially into their qualia structures. As far as we
know, there seems to be no heuristics to find out
the qualia structure of agivenlexical item.

Thus, MSFA has a dual function. First, it helps
to “detect,” for a given sentence, what lexical items
serve as “entry points” into an ontological knowl-
edge base. Second, it helps to “discover” what
knowledge, in terms of semantic frames, are ac-
cessed to get a full interpretation of a given sen-
tence. With this, it is expected that MSFA reduces
the complexity of the lexicon building task.

It needs to be emphasized that MSFA doesn’t
replace lexicon building task, whether it be a gen-
erative lexicon or not. It would be best understood
as a powerful preprocessing technique to prepare a
(generative) lexicon. It would be especially useful
to determine what information is specified where.

2.4.2 Ability to integrated lexical semantic
analysis and semantic annotation

Viewed as a preprocessing procedure, MSFA pro-
vides another important feature: lexical semantic
analysis and semantic annotation are achieved at
the same time: they are not separated. This makes
MSFA of a given text “database-ready.”

2.4.3 Ability to provide cross-linguistically
compatible description

While MSFA doesn’t assume “happy-go-lucky
universalism” as to semantic entities, the compari-
son between (18) and (23) is fairly straightforward.
Virtually, the same set of frames is used in this En-
glish/Japanese pair, though it is not always true.

2.4.4 Ability to encode many kinds of lexical
semantic phenomena

MSFA provides an “automated detection,” if not
“automatic discovery,” of a variety of metonymic
effects. For example,simultaneous type coercion
effect11) can be easily detected as to the interpreta-
tion of the bookin (18). This phrase, in this specific

11)It is somewhat unclear if this effect is independent of se-
lective binding.



context, receives the following different semantic
roles, some of them correspond toagentive, telic
roles of the qualia structure of “book”:

(29) (the) bookin (18) realizes such roles as:

a. 〈PIECE OF WORK〉 in 〈TITLE GIVING〉
b. 〈BOOK〉 (as a 〈PIECE OF WORK〉) in
〈BOOK WRITING〉

c. 〈BOOK〉 (as〈INFORMATION CARRIER〉)
in 〈READING〉

d. 〈PUBLICATION〉 in 〈PUBLISHING〉
e. 〈GOODS〉 in 〈SELLING〉 and〈BUYING〉)
f. 〈FUN SOURCE〉 in 〈FUN HAVING〉

While title selects (29a) and(go) on saleselects
(29d) and (29e), all of these semantic roles are
latent in the meaning ofbook, and always there
in its lexical meaning.〈WORK〉, 〈PUBLICATION〉
and 〈GOODS〉 constitute theagentive role of
qualia structure, and〈BOOK (AS 〈INFORMATION

CARRIER〉)〉 and 〈FUN SOURCE〉 constitute the
telic role. MSFA defines any of these situational
roles relative to general notion of understandable
“situations,” specified in terms of semantic frames,
and tells when they occur and where in a text.

While it is not demonstrated in the sample anal-
yses, MSFA treatment of metaphor is also straight-
forward. For a given metaphor, MSFA can spec-
ify the “source” and “target” meanings in the sense
of Lakoff and Johnson [11], indicating the link, or
“transfer” from the source to the target. Interpre-
tation of “books” in phrases likecook the books
requires this kind of treatment. MSFA doesn’t au-
tomate the analysis; yet it would reduce the com-
plexity in the task effectively.

3 Concluding Remarks

If the framework of MSFA, proposed and outlined
in this paper, is correct, it has certain implications
of theoretical importance, one of which is this:

(30) Word sense disambiguation needs to be done
multi-dimensionally in such a way that each
sense is recognized relative to a semantic
frame that constitutes the semantics of a given
sentences, rather than to a sense of the predi-
cates ins.

This is an implication, we suggest, that can change
the “definition” for the word sense disambiguation.

3.1 How MSFA helps to deal with poly-
semy

We are making a strong claim— we are aware of
it. Moreover, we didn’t provide enough evidence
to validate it, unfortunately. This is why an anony-
mous reviewer rightly remarked: if MSFA “aims to
help solve the problem of polysemy. In that case,
at least a few other sentences containing the same
words but with other senses (a book of stamps, ac-
counting books, a book as a chapter of a larger
book, phrases such ascook the books, throw the
book at someone, etc.) should have been analyzed
as well.” We would be happy if enough space and
time were allowed to demonstrate missing details.

For space, 10 pages is just too short. For time,
we are not really ready to present English MSFA’s
in as much detail as we hope. So far, MSFA has
been being developed and elaborated for Japanese
text analysis. Its application to English is far from
satisfactory for the moment, let alone complete.

Under this caveat, we would like to add
some relevant details needed to disambiguate
the meaning ofbook in the phrasea book of
stamps. Its interpretation is done against the
〈COLLECTING〉 frame, which comprises such roles
as: 〈〈COLLECTOR〉, 〈TARGET〉, 〈COLLECTION〉,
〈MEANS〉, 〈PURPOSE〉, . . .〉. 〈COLLECTION〉 has
a physical entity, and need to be〈MAINTAIN 〉ed.
This motivates a “unit” and a “mode” of a
〈COLLECTION〉’s existence, which is also useful
to 〈MEASURE〉 it. This unit is —more or less
accidentally— conventionally termed as a “book”
for 〈STAMP COLLECTION〉. So, in sentences like:

(31) He’s collected stamps for many years to have
thousands booksof them, now occupying a
room.

book(s) (of stamps)appears to refer to the single
entity, but its aspects (or “facets” in Cruse’s [2]
term) selected by predicates “x1 collectedy1,” “ x2

havey2,” and “x3 occupyy3” are different. For the
first predicate,bookdenotes a value fory1, a con-
ventional unit of stamp collection, withx being a
value for〈COLLECTOR〉; for the second,bookde-
notes a value fory2, a unit of〈MAINTENANCE〉 and
〈POSSESSION〉, with x2 being a value for〈OWNER〉
and 〈POSSESSOR〉; for the third,bookspecifies a
value for x3, a unit of space-occupation, withy3

being a〈SPACE〉 to be occupied.



3.2 Shortcomings of MSFA?

3.2.1 MSFA is intuition-demanding

MSFA has at least one shortcoming:it is intuition-
demanding. MSFA asks analysts for very sharp
intuitions about their language that would be im-
possible for non-native speakers to have. But this
is a common feature of what is called “common-
sense,” and this only shows that expertise would
be indispensable for its description, we presume.

3.2.2 MSFA blurrs the syntax-semantics map-
ping?

Another potential shortcoming is this: In MSFA,
the linking mechanism from semantic roles to
argument structure is more or less blurred; at
least there is no straightforward mapping from one
to the other. This is, however, a natural outcome of
our decision not to rely lexical semantic descrip-
tion too much heavily on syntactic description. By
this, we’d rather suggest that the notion of argu-
ment structure needs to be redefined, reconsidering
what a given argument is an argument of. MSFA
suggests that many of the so-called arguments need
not be arguments of the predicates definable rela-
tive to a syntactic structure.

But this may not, we beg, be interpreted that
MSFA fails to provide the coherent interface be-
tween syntax and semantics: quite the contrary.
MSFA doesprovide a coherent syntax-semantics
interface, but only in a novel way that is just rarely
heard of in the generative tradition. The design
feature embodied in MSFA is theParallel Dis-
tributed Processing (PDP)architecture [17, 14],
which is widely accepted in Cognitive Science.
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